Didier Belondrade on the importance of the picking order in 2011

Knowing each of his plots intimately and careful
monitoring of the ripening process are essential for
the harvesting of balanced wines, says Didier
Belondrade, the producer of Belondrade Y Lurton in
Rueda, Spain. 2011 proved to be a vintage in which
conditions forced him to harvest in the opposite order
of a normal year. Didier talks about the 2011 and how
his older vintages are gaining recognition in the
world’s top restaurants.

Rueda, December 1, 2011

AB
In many wine regions this year, the 2011 vintage has been challenging to say the least.
Was Rueda an exception?
DB Unfortunately, no. I was certainly a bit confused, because as I was finishing
the picking other wineries were only just starting. It was weird.

AB

How do you explain that? Were you in a panic to pick?

DB

Not at all, but I’m not sure why other wineries waited so long.

AB

So what were your reasons for picking earlier?

DB I don’t have just one sole vineyard on one uniform terroir. In fact I have 19
different plots, and it’s my job and my privilege to get to know intimately each of
these plots and their different terroirs. Everyone knows that different soils have
different impacts on the ripening process.

AB

But you only have one grape variety -the Verdejo...

DB Even so, with the diversity of terroir at Belondrade, I make 15-19 different
wines every year. The unusual thing about 2011 was that some parcels on pebbly
terroir needed to be picked earlier than those on sandier soils. It’s usually the
reverse. If we had left them in the usual order, those grapes in pebbly terroir
would have lost their superb acidity and would have been high in alcohol.

AB

What do you think was the cause of this reversal in ripeness?

DB

The dry, hot weather leading up to the harvest.

AB
So are you suggesting that growers who picked much later were just following normal
picking dates regardless of the reality in the vineyard?
DB It looks that way. Maybe some wineries don’t monitor each individual
parcel. Maybe in 2011 they based their picking dates on random sampling of the
whole vineyard.

AB

Have you had this unusual kind of vintage before?

DB

It was a bit like that in 2006.

AB

Which was commercially a success for Belondrade...

DB

It was, but it wasn’t one of my favourites.

AB

Why not?

DB The wine was a bit too flattering for my taste. I prefer my 2007 and 2008, for
example, which reveal their character in a more gradual way. I love the finesse and
subtlety in those vintages.

AB

Do you expect the 2011 to evolve like the 2006 then?

DB No, because after having tasted samples, it reminds me much more of the
2007.

AB
Rueda wines, which are nearly all tank-fermented and unoaked, are mostly drunk
within a year or so. When do your wines start reaching their period of drinkability?
DB It really depends on how long they take to find their harmony. They all
have what I would call their own balance, but the time it takes for that balance to
become harmonious can vary. The 2009 for example, is starting now. The 2007 and
2008 took longer. I think the 2011 will take a similar time to the 2009.

AB

So your 2010 would still be too young right now?

DB It’s like a mix of youth and maturity right now. I often compare this stage to
a lovely autumn day. It has the warmth and brightness of late summer but also the
cool misty mornings and nights. It hasn’t quite come together yet. But over the
next few months it will gain that harmony.

AB
Let’s come back to the 2011. To sum up, the vintage conditions resembled 2006 and
the potential of the wine is more 2007...
DB I’ll only be able to confirm that potential in July. I cannot be sure of
anything yet, especially as 2011 really was an unusual year. When you think that
some grapes had high potential alcohol and yet quite green pips, which is not such
a problem for white wines, but even so the situation in the vineyard was quite
unusual. Who knows how the 2011 will eventually turn out?

AB

Was there much sorting to do in this vintage?

DB

Yes, we did quite a bit in the vines.

AB

What did you have to eliminate?

DB The bunches on the west side of the rows were sometimes full of raisins.
The grapes were shrivelled. We left these on the vines. Some neighbours thought
we’d forgotten to harvest! Fortunately it wasn’t the case in many rows, but the
overall crop size is a bit lower than normal (about 32-35 hl/ha).

AB

Will there be any trace of those raisiny grapes in the taste of the 2011?

DB The colour could well be a bit deeper, and there might be some exotic hints
such as we had in the 2006 and 2009, but that over-ripeness will not be a major

influence on the style of he wine. We were well aware of the importance of
picking early, and especially not too late.

AB
Not so long ago, growers took risks, delaying the picking to gain extra ripeness and
richness. You prefer to take risks in the opposite way to gain extra freshness and elegance.
DB Generally, Rueda wines have that trademark freshness. That is the
attraction of modern-style Rueda. I’m not especially seeking a fresh, fruity wine to
be enjoyed for its primary aromas. I want to get the right balance between good
acidities, appropriate oak in the fermentation and ageing process and a structure
that will enable the wine to evolve over 3, 4 or 5 years and even longer. I don’t
even see it as a white wine. It’s first of all a wine, and secondly a white one.

AB
How easy is it for a producer of white wine in Spain to market that concept (as
opposed to one in France or Austria)?
DB When someone comes up to me in Spain in 2011 and says “wow, I just
tasted your 2007, and it was amazing”, I’m so happy. It proves that Spanish wine
culture is really evolving. White wines are gradually being perceived as having
ability to age and develop in bottle. My decision to harvest early, such as in 2011,
was because I’m looking to have the important balances in acidity that will help
make Belondrade Y Lurton a wine that will develop complexity with age.

AB
You are something of an exception in Rueda. Nobody here ferments much in barrel certainly not as much as 80,000 bottles. Almost all the wineries continue to ferment in
stainless steel and market their wines as soon as possible. How do you think you are viewed
by your colleagues? Are you considered a pioneer or an enfant terrible?
DB A few years back, people were saying “we have to take the way of the
Frenchman”. They thought it might help them sell their wine at three times the
price. Some of them today are complimentary, others are jealous. I don’t actually
pay much attention. Today the people I listen to are top restaurant owners and
sommeliers.

AB

Because your wines are now on the wine lists of top international restaurants.

DB Yes, and listed alongside great white wines from all around the world.
That’s what really counts for me. And what gives me satisfaction too is seeing not
just one vintage but several together on the same list. Sometimes a restaurant will

phone me to ask for older vintages such as the 2004. That brings me enormous
satisfaction.

AB

Are some of these top restaurants in Spain?

DB Yes, and what is telling is that you can find on the same list a 2005 and a
2009, and it’s the 2005 which is more expensive. This is a real breakthrough in
Spain. It wasn’t always like that for white wines.

AB

Which tank-fermented Ruedas made by your colleagues do you enjoy drinking?

DB I like José Pariente a lot and I have great respect for Marquis de Riscal. They
make great wines; and at the inexpensive end Alvaro y Diez make great value for
money Ruedas. Also Palacio de Bornos.

